Bidirectional manipulation of iodine redox kinetics in aqueous Fe–I₂ electrochemistry†
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Catalyzing conversion is a promising approach to unlock the theoretical potentials of the I₂/I⁻ redox couple in aqueous Fe–I₂ electrochemistry. However, most reported results only obtain one-directional efficient iodine conversion and cannot realize a balance of full reduction and reoxidation, thereby resulting in rapid capacity decay and/or low coulombic efficiency. Herein, the concept of bidirectional catalysis based on a core–shell structured composite cathode design, which accelerates the formation and the decomposition of FeI₂ simultaneously during battery dynamic cycling, is proposed to regulate the Fe–I₂ electrochemical reactions. Notably, the functional matrix integrates N, P co-doping and FeP nanocrystals into a carbon shell to achieve bidirectional catalysis. More specifically, the carbon shell acts as a physical barrier to effectively capture active species within its confined environment, N, P heteroatoms function better in directing the iodine reduction and FeP facilitates the decomposition of FeI₂. As confirmed with in situ and ex situ analysis, the Fe–I₂ cell operates a one-step but reversible I₂/FeI₂ pair with enhanced kinetics. Consequently, the composite cathode exhibits a reversible Fe²⁺ storage capability of 202 mA h g⁻¹ with a capacity fading rate of 0.016% per cycle over 500 cycles. Further, a stable pouch cell was fabricated and yielded an energy density of 146 W h kg⁻¹ iodine⁻¹. Moreover, postmortem analysis reveals that the capacity decay of the Fe–I₂ cell originates from anodic degradation rather than the accumulation of inactive iodine. This study represents a promising direction to manipulate iodine redox in rechargeable metal–iodine batteries.

Introduction

Aqueous secondary batteries that possess an intrinsic nature of high safety and environmental friendliness are promising for large-scale energy storage technology.1–4 Iron (Fe) metal batteries that use Fe²⁺ as charge carriers have aroused scientists’ interest owing to the high capacity of Fe (960 mA h g⁻¹ or 7557 mA h cm⁻³), its abundance as a raw material (63 000 ppm in the Earth’s crust vs. 79 ppm for Zn), low redox potential (∼0.44 V vs. SHE, standard hydrogen electrode), and exceedingly low price ($438 per ton in contrast to $3059 for Zn).5–7 However, the strong electrostatic interactions between iron ions and the lattice of insertion-type cathodes (e.g., Prussian blue analogs, PBA) render unsatisfactory capacity and poor cycling stability.8–10 Thus, coupling cathodes based on conversion chemistries with Fe metal anodes offers a promising option for realizing advanced aqueous iron batteries. Among the conversion cathode candidates, the iodine (I₂) cathode is attractive because of its high redox potential (∼0.54 V vs. SHE) and high abundance in nature (55 μg Iodine L⁻¹ Oceanc).11–14 The former feature endows the aqueous Fe–I₂ battery with high working potential of 0.975 V (Fig. 1a); the latter character takes advantage of cost-effectiveness (Fig. 1b).

Albeit with appealing promise, the notorious shuttle of active iodine, the sluggish redox kinetics, and the high activation barrier of discharge products compromise the further development of Fe–I₂ electrochemistry.15–17 Efforts have been devoted to addressing the issues initiated by iodine cathodes. One can utilize a porous carbon matrix for hosting active iodine and then physically suppress the dissolution of iodine species.18–20 Considering the insufficient interactions between nonpolar carbon and iodine species, the physical confinement...
cannot effectively handle the shuttle effect and fails in accelerating the intrinsically sluggish redox kinetics. These factors lead to the continuous loss of active species and limited discharge product reutilization efficiency during battery dynamic cycling (Fig. 1c). Therefore, the introduction of active hotspots and/or polar substrates, such as heteroatom-doped carbon, PBA, and MXene, to boost the iodine redox conversion could fundamentally solve the shuttle and facilitate the sluggish kinetics instead of roughly blocking the migration of iodine species into the electrolyte.

In addition, metal–iodine batteries based on advanced multi-electron transfer modes and strategies to address the safety concerns associated with metallic anodes also have been proposed in the pursuit of high energy density. Nevertheless, most of the reported catalysts normally work in one direction (reduction or oxidation), leading to the enrichment of unconverted iodine species and then decreasing the overall electrochemical response. Hence, the development of a functional cathodic host with bidirectional catalytic activity that simultaneously accelerates the reduction and oxidation processes of iodine is urgently required.

In this study, we propose a core–shell structured iodine cathode with bidirectional catalytic activity to facilitate both reduction of iodine and oxidation of FeI₂ discharge products during battery dynamic cycling (Fig. 1d). Elemental iodine was encapsulated in a porous carbon fiber behaving as the core, and the functional carbon shell decorated with FeP nanocrystals and co-doped with nitrogen and phosphorus (I₂/FeP-NPC-CC) provided a confined environment for iodine redox. Moreover, the heteroatom moieties and FeP hotspots function better in accelerating the iodine reduction and decreasing the FeI₂ reactivation energy barrier, respectively, which overall directed the reversible one-step iodine conversion with enhanced redox kinetics. Accordingly, the assembled Fe–I₂ cell delivers a high Fe²⁺ ion storage capability of 202 mA h g⁻¹ and exhibits an excellent lifespan of over 500 cycles with 92% capacity retention. Simultaneously, an Fe-I₂ pouch cell was also prepared and delivered an energy density of 146 W h kg⁻¹ cathode⁻¹. Operando and postmortem spectroscopic analyses reveal the working and degradation mechanism of the as-prepared Fe–I₂ cells. Our results offer a new insight into tunable iodine redox for high-performance metal–iodine batteries.

Results and discussion

Structural characterization of bifunctional carbon-based catalytic matrix

The core–shell structured catalytic matrix that supported the iodine cathode for the aqueous Fe–I₂ battery was prepared by a two-step approach, as shown in Fig. 2a. Initially, Fe³⁺ ions were employed as initiators for triggering the in situ chemical oxidative polymerization of aniline monomers in the presence of phytic acid (PA) to produce the cross-linked polyaniline (PANI)-Fe⁷⁺-PA hydrogel that interfacially wrapped on the surface of wiper cloth fibers. During this process, Fe³⁺ ions could be reduced to Fe²⁺ ions and entrapped by the heteroatoms within the interconnected polymer networks. PA served as the crosslinker and was grafted between PANI chains via spontaneous free-radical polymerization. Subsequently, the PANI-
coated wiper cloth was directly annealed at 900 °C for 1 h under N₂ flow in the presence of NaH₂PO₂ powder as the phosphorus source, resulting in a core–shell structured carbon cloth (FeP-NPC-CC), in which the carbon shell was doped with iron phosphide and dual nitrogen, phosphorus atoms.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical images confirm the free-standing and highly flexible nature of the FeP-NPC-CC carbon scaffold, demonstrating the feasibility for practical manufacture (Fig. 2b and c). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations confirm the successful formation of the FeP-NPC-CC core–shell structure and the thickness of the carbon sheath of about 100 nm (Fig. 2d). Moreover, highly distributed FeP nanoparticles are embedded in the carbon sheath framework (red circles). The high-resolution TEM image (Fig. 2d, inset) also shows the lattice fringes of 0.24 nm, corresponding to the (111) facet of FeP. Then, elemental iodine was impregnated into the porous carbon framework by surface adsorption from an iodine-saturated aqueous solution. The high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) image and corresponding elemental mappings (Fig. 2e) indicate the uniform distribution of Fe, N, P, and I elements. Notably, the element iodine is well confined within the confinement environment as offered by the catalytic carbon shell, which could facilitate the full conversion of active iodine during battery cycling (schematic of Fig. 2e). The phase information of the as-prepared samples is further determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns. As shown in Fig. S1† the formation of FeP was further confirmed, agreeing well with the above TEM analysis. Of note, no obvious diffraction peak of iodine can be observed, suggesting the highly dispersed amorphous nature of impregnated iodine.

Typical X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results for NPC-CC and FeP-NPC-CC are provided in Fig. 2f and g. As expected, the XPS spectra of NPC-CC show peaks of C and N, as well as a P peak arising mainly from the PA precursor. Specifically, the fitted XPS peaks of P 2p and N 1s XPS spectra of NPC-
CC centered at 131.3 eV and \( \sim \) 401.2 eV correspond to the \( P-C \) bond and graphitic nitrogen, respectively, indicating the successful doping of \( P \) and \( N \) heteroatoms into the carbon network via the pyrolysis procedure.\textsuperscript{34} Moreover, the Fe 2p spectrum of FeP-NPC-CC exhibits two peaks ascribed to FeP at binding energies of 711.3 eV and 724.5 eV, which are also reflected in the P 2p XPS spectra that shows two peaks at 129.3 and 130.1 eV, further confirming the formation of FeP.\textsuperscript{35} Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analysis and corresponding pore-size distribution were conducted to investigate the porous structure of the FeP-NPC-CC matrix before and after iodine loading (Fig. 2h and i). FeP-NPC-CC shows a high BET surface area of 469 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\) and type IV isotherm curves, indicating abundant micropores. This favorable surface configuration is beneficial for the adsorption and transformation of iodine species. After iodine loading, the specific surface area sharply decreased to 98 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\), along with diminished pore size, indicating the successful encapsulation of iodine within the pores of FeP-NPC-CC.

**Interactions between iodine species and catalytic matrix and the manipulatable iodine conversion**

It has been reported that the strong interaction between iodine species and matrix plays a key role in highly efficient iodine redox.\textsuperscript{36} In this regard, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to evaluate the interaction between functional host and iodine and determine the content of active materials. In accordance, FeP-NPC-CC exhibits the highest onset evaporation temperature at around 185 °C compared with control samples of \( I_2/CC \) and pure iodine (Fig. 3a). The significantly enhanced thermal stability for the iodine loaded within the functional matrix could be ascribed to its strong interaction with iodine, which would lead to better cycling stability for batteries.\textsuperscript{37,38} Moreover, the FeP-NPC-CC framework with a porous structure could realize a high iodine content of \( \sim \) 52%. To further demonstrate the absorption ability of matrixes towards iodine species, each composite iodine cathode was immersed in FeSO\(_4\) (1 M) electrolyte and kept for over 10 h. Obviously, the color of the FeSO\(_4\) solution mixed with the \( I_2/FeP\)-NPC-CC cathode has no measurable change, indicating that FeP-NPC-CC shows the strongest absorption ability compared with the counterparts (inset, Fig. 3b). Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) results further support the above speculation and the color change arising from iodine or polyiodide dissolution rather than from dissolved iron ions (Fig.s S2 and S3†). As shown, the absorbance at \( \sim \) 220 nm sharply decreased with the presence of the NPC component compared with \( I_2/CC \), and \( I_2/FeP\)-NPC-CC displays a negligible absorption peak. This suggests that NPC and FeP could work synergistically to enable the nearly full iodine confinement.\textsuperscript{39}

XPS analysis reveals the underlying mechanism of the enhanced interaction between iodine and the catalytic matrix. As shown in Fig. 3c, the two peaks of I 3d shift about 0.63 eV to the positions with higher binding energy compared to pure iodine with a slight decrease of peak intensity, indicating the chemical interaction between iodine and matrix.\textsuperscript{40} And the binding energy shift also suggests the formation of chemical bonds between substrate and iodine. This phenomenon
utilization. Specifically, the NPC centers could significantly promote the iodine reduction process as the iodine utilization sharply increases from 51.2% to 79.1% with the introduction of NPC components. The iodine cathode will undergo a 12.9% \( \text{I}_2 \leftrightarrow \text{FeI}_2 \) volume expansion during iodine redox, which could lead to the iodine active species migrating to the electrolyte. And the introduction of the functional carbon sheath serves as a functional barrier to effectively capture active species within its confined environment and accelerate bidirectional iodine conversion, thus accelerating the overall electrochemical response and mitigating the iodine shuttle during battery cycling. Fig. 4b further provides a comparison of average discharge potentials for different cathodes. The discharge potentials of the \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \) electrode are increased from 0.72 V to 0.85 V compared with \( \text{I}_2/\text{CC} \), which is enabled by the synergistic effect of FeP and NPC components. Furthermore, the highest coulombic efficiency (CE) of 95.7% and the most facile recharging process with a low activation voltage of 0.81 V are achieved by \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \). This implies the enhanced reversibility of iodine redox conversion and the formation of electrochemically more active discharge products enabled by the FeP hotspots. Impressively, \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \) can also exhibit high specific capacities of 202–167 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at a current density ranging from 200 to 2000 mA g\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 4c). Importantly, high capacity retention of 82.7% is achieved when the current density is increased 10 times, which is far more than that of \( \text{I}_2/\text{CC} \) (19.4%) under identical test conditions. Benefiting from the catalytic activity of the functional host, the capacity of \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \) can be recovered to 199 mA h g\(^{-1}\) with a capacity retention of 98.5% after switching the current density back to the initial 200 mA g\(^{-1}\), significantly outperforming its counterparts (92.8% and 73.1% for \( \text{I}_2/\text{NPC-CC} \) and \( \text{I}_2/\text{CC} \) cathodes, respectively).

We then employed \textit{in situ} Raman spectroscopy to verify the iodine evolution pathway in the course of battery cycling for investigating the mechanism of the improvements in iodine redox kinetics enabled by the catalytic matrix. The series of Raman vibrational peaks are presented in Fig. 4d and e. For the \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \) cathode, the characteristic peaks (at \( \sim 214 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) and \( \sim 278 \text{ cm}^{-1} \)) associated with FeI\(_2\) gradually emerge and the intensity of these peaks kept increasing during discharge. It is noted that the characteristic peaks of FeI\(_2\) appear earlier and with higher intensity for \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \) in contrast to \( \text{I}_2/\text{CC} \), revealing the origin of the prolonged discharge voltage plateau and increased potentials. Afterward, it is witnessed that the Raman spectral changes are then reversed upon charging as the FeI\(_2\) peaks continuously decreased. Compared with \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \), it can be observed that a trace of the characteristic FeI\(_2\) peaks still exist at the fully charged state for the \( \text{I}_2/\text{CC} \) cathode, highlighting the importance of catalytic centers for reversible full iodine conversion. It also identifies that FeI\(_2\) decomposes more rapidly on \( \text{I}_2/\text{FeP-NPC-CC} \) than on \( \text{I}_2/\text{CC} \), corresponding to the facile recharging process. Of note, the characteristic peaks of polyiodide intermediates (e.g., \( \text{I}_3^- \)) are absent during the whole battery cycle, indicating the one-step conversion mode of iodine in the \( \text{Fe-I}_2 \) electrochemistry. Furthermore, \textit{ex situ} XPS analysis confirmed the consistent trend of the reversible iodine conversion reactions with the same cycling. As shown in Fig. 4f, when the cathode was charged back to 1.2 V after one cycle, the I 3d peaks were similar to those of pristine iodine. All the above spectroscopic results suggest that the bidirectional catalysis facilitates the reversible iodine conversion during cycling.
The boosted iodine redox kinetics enabled by the FeP-NPC-CC host was directly reflected in the CV results. Fig. 4a compares the CV plots of three electrodes at a scanning rate of 0.05 mV s⁻¹ ranging from 0.4 to 1.2 V. All CV curves show one redox peak pair at about 0.8/1.0 V, implying the one-step iodine redox conversion in the Fe–I₂ electrode chemistry. Moreover, in contrast to the I₂/CC and I₂/NPC-CC positive electrodes, the I₂/FeP-NPC-CC cathode has the highest peak intensities and largest enclosed area, representing faster redox kinetics and higher ion storage capability. Additionally, the anodic–cathodic peak separations of the I₂/FeP-NPC-CC electrode are the smallest compared with reference cathodes. The decreased overpotential indicates that iodine in the FeP-NPC-CC matrix presents an accelerated conversion rate owing to the bidirectional catalytic effect of the FeP-NPC catalyst. To further quantify the catalytic activity of the FeP-NPC-CC host, Tafel plots were calculated according to the corresponding CV profiles in Fig. 5a. Similarly, the I₂/FeP-NPC-CC cathode shows the smallest Tafel slope compared with the cases of control electrodes, demonstrating the favorable reduction and oxidation of I₂ within the FeP-NPC-CC framework. Note that the Tafel slope of FeI₂ oxidation to I₂ is strongly correlated with the FeP component (Fig. 5b), owing to the FeP-NPC-CC cathode exhibiting a slope of 78 mV dec⁻¹ whereas the slope for I₂/CC is similar to that for I₂/NPC-CC (129 and 119 mV dec⁻¹, respectively). This reveals that the Fe hot-spots play a key role in accelerating the conversion of FeI₂ back to I₂. Meanwhile, the cathodes with the NPC component exhibit smaller slopes of 31–28 mV dec⁻¹, while the slope for I₂/CC is 119 mV dec⁻¹ (Fig. 5c). This difference implies that NPC sites could significantly catalyze the reduction of I₂ to FeI₂. As such, the above CV analysis reveals that the bidirectional catalytic activity of the FeP-NPC-CC matrix effectively triggers the promoted kinetics of round-trip redox reactions (I₂ ↔ FeI₂) in Fe–I₂ batteries (Fig. 5d). In addition, potentiostatic discharge measurement was further conducted on FeP-NPC-CC, NPC-CC and CC following the same discharging step (Fig. S5†). Compared with the CC and NPC-CC electrodes, the FeP-NPC-CC electrode exhibits a higher current peak and realizes higher capacities of iodine precipitation, implying the effective promotion of iodine conversion on the FeP-NPC-CC catalytic matrix and in good agreement with the above conclusion.

CV curves at different scan rates were recorded for investigating the origin of the improved redox kinetics. Fig. 5e displays
the CV profiles of the I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC cathode at increasing sweep rates from 0.05 to 0.15 mV s$^{-1}$. Moreover, there is a linear relationship with the square root of scanning rates for all electrodes, indicative of a diffusion-limited redox reaction. Therefore, the classical Randles–Sevcik equation can be employed to evaluate the Fe ion diffusion coefficient: \( I_p = (2.69 \times 10^{6})n^{1.5}A D^{0.5}C_{Fe^{2+}}\rho^{1/2} \), where the \( I_p \) is the peak current, \( n \) is the number of electrons transferred in the redox reactions, \( C_{Fe^{2+}} \) is the \( Fe^{2+} \) concentration in the electrode, \( A \) is the effective surface area, \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of \( Fe^{2+} \), and \( v \) is the scan rate.\(^{43–44}\) Accordingly, the slopes of reduction and oxidation peaks for I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC are higher than those for control electrodes (Fig. 5f), indicative of the fastest diffusion kinetics enabled by the bidirectional catalytic effects. Moreover, at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s$^{-1}$, the calculated Fe ion diffusion coefficient is about 1.15 \( \times 10^{-13} \) cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC, which is higher than those for control electrodes (9.59 \( \times 10^{-14} \) cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for I$_2$/NPC-CC and 7.55 \( \times 10^{-14} \) cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for I$_2$/CC).

Degradation mechanism of Fe–I$_2$ cells and electrochemical performance of the assembled pouch cell

Long-term cycling tests were conducted to further validate the electrochemical benefit of the catalytic matrix, as shown in Fig. 6a. Accordingly, I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC exhibited superior long-term cycling stability by allowing high capacity retention of 92% after 500 cycles at 500 mA g$^{-1}$. In contrast, the control I$_2$/CC and I$_2$/NPC-CC cathodes have inferior capacity retention of 15% and 81%, respectively. It is notable that I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC could maintain a high average CE of 99.1% while the I$_2$/CC and I$_2$/NPC-CC electrodes exhibit a gradually decreasing average CE during battery dynamic cycling. This difference reveals that the functional matrix accelerates the bidirectional iodine redox kinetics, thereby enhancing the average CE and cycling stability. Moreover, the electrochemical performance of the I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC cathode is thus comparable to and even better than much of the reported results (Table S2†).

To reveal the degradation mechanism of the as-prepared Fe–I$_2$ cells, the post-cycled cells were replaced with a new cathode or anode for further cycling tests. As shown in Fig. 6b, the capacity of the I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC//Fe cell can be recovered to 184 mA h g$^{-1}$ (about 98% of the initial capacity) when replacing a new Fe foil, which is better than the capacity of the cell with a new cathode (175 mA h g$^{-1}$). This result indicates that the capacity decay of the I$_2$/FeP-NPC-CC//Fe cell is mainly ascribed to the depletion of the metal anode. For the I$_2$/CC//Fe cell, the reversible capacity can be reverted to 95% and 15% of the initial capacity after being repaired with a new cathode or anode, indicating the limited reversibility of the I$_2$/CC cathode. Post-mortem Raman analysis was utilized to investigate the origin of limited reversibility for cathodes (Fig. 6c–e). Accordingly, it is identified that the gradually increased peak intensity of FeI$_2$ for the I$_2$/CC electrode as the battery cycles implies the accumulation of the inactive iodine component. With the introduction of catalytic active sites, the characteristic peaks of inactive FeI$_2$ were gradually diminished. Especially, no obvious FeI$_2$ peaks can be observed even after 500 cycles because of the presence of the FeP and NPC components. Thus, these results reveal that the degradation of the I$_2$/CC//Fe cell originates from the limited...
reversibility of iodine redox conversion. This also emphasizes the importance of the bidirectional catalytic effect in directing efficient iodine redox reactions. Moreover, a pouch cell (5 × 5 cm²) was assembled using the I₂/FeP-NPC-CC cathode to further demonstrate its practical applicability (Fig. 6f). The I₂/FeP-NPC-CC//Fe cell could deliver a high reversible capacity of 174 mA h g⁻¹ (the capacity can reach 5.8 mA h g⁻¹ when considering the total weight of cathode material, anode material and electrolyte) with an energy density of 146 W h kg⁻¹ and stable operation over 50 cycles. And a red LED light could be powered by parallel-connected Fe-I₂ pouch cells. These results strongly confirm the advantages of the I₂/FeP-NPC-CC cathode for realizing an advanced Fe-I₂ cell.

**Conclusion**

In summary, a core–shell structured cathode design, in which N, P dual heteroatoms and FeP nanocrystals were integrated into a carbon shell to achieve bidirectional catalysis, is proposed to accelerate the formation and decomposition of FeI₂ during battery dynamic cycling. And a well-balanced iodine full reduction and FeI₂ facile reoxidation were achieved within the bifunctional composite cathode. The doped heteroatoms (N and P) function better in directing the full iodine reduction and FeP facilitates the facile FeI₂ reoxidation. Consequently, the optimized Fe-I₂ cell exhibits a reversible capacity of 202 mA h g⁻¹ and maintains a capacity retention of 92% over 500 cycles, obtaining a power density as high as 809 W kg⁻¹ at 129 W h kg⁻¹. Simultaneously, a 146 W h kg⁻¹ pouch cell is further demonstrated and stably operates over 50 cycles. As revealed by postmortem analysis, the degradation of Fe anodes leads to the capacity decay of the Fe-I₂ cell rather than the accumulation of inactive iodine. This work provides a promising direction to facilitate iodine redox conversion in metal–iodine batteries.
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